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ZERO DEGRE
FREERUN / INSTALLATION / PERFORMANCE 2017 creation
Flying roof from roof, freerunners of the French Freerun Family defy gravity with an impressive
ease and delicate accuracy. More than a spectacular physical performance, the La Fabrique Royale
creates an artistic language by mingling sound, video and lighting into a brand new vision of daily
environment. By creating surprise and poetic overpowering, the street angels question not only
how cities are built but also how we live there together.
Distribution :
With the French Freerun Family : Maxence DE SCHROODER, Simon NOGUEIRA, Johan TONNOIR,
Anthony DEMEIRE and Benjamin CANTE. Concept : Franklin ROULOT. Staging : Julien
MARCHAISSEAU (Rara Woulib). Scenography : Aurélien NADAUD. Sound making : Cyril FAYARD.
Video making : Vincent GIANNESINI (Zenzel). Technical direction : Cyril VERNUSSE. Writing :
Adélaïde PRALON. Administration : Quentin DE MONCLIN. Choreography : Brice LARRIEU.
Production : La Fabrique Royale.
Co-production:
Public spaces - Centre national de création en spectacle vivant, Marseille // Théâtre de l'Avant
Scène - ville de Colombes // La Verrerie d'Alès - Pôle National Cirque Occitanie // La Strada - Graz.
With support from : European In-Situ Platform for Artistic Creation in Public Space // CNC //
DGCA // Île-de-France region // ADAMI.
We thank :
Frederic REMY (Scènes de Rue), Jean Ju Bonzom, Julie TAVERT, Karim RANDE, Maxime REYDEL,
Jonathan DUMONT, Jeson GALLET, Andrea CATOZZI, Emmanuelle PY (Production help), Furies
Festival’s teams, the city of Montpellier, Alexandre and teams of the National Theatre of Bruxelles,
and to everyone who dares to cross boundaries..
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FROM AN IDEA TO ITS DESIGN
Zéro Degré is a project that blurs the boundary of
reality and appears dream-like. All started with
desires for new shapes and a creation for an event.
A championship in La Villette. The frst
championship in France concerning the art of the
movement. In order to allow people to discover
athletes and their practices : parkour and freerun.
There, happened the encounter of Simon Nogueira
and his collective the French Freerun Family (3F).
There, also happened a thought-provoking talk
with Frédéric Remy, the artistic director of the
Mulhouse street art festival. The talk led to a
fabulous teamwork combining circus and freerun.
This encounter led to the frst ‘laboratory’ : the
‘Cirque Parkour’, genesis of the Zéro Degré project.
The meetings multiplied between the French
Freerun Family members and the circus institutions
and the inhabitants of Mulhouse, Marseille, Châlonsur-Saône. Multiple artists like Jean-Julien Bozon
from the National Montreal School, Karim Randé of
the Bordeaux Conservatory, Maxime Reydel and
Julie Tavert from the National Circus Art Centre
from Châlon-sur-Saône. Freerunners tried rocker,
Cyr wheel and various techniques allowing them to
learn numerous circus acrobatics, introducing a
comedic dimension in their performance.

:

The project then anchored in naturally, in an urban
environment, with the encounter of our frst partner
“Lieux Publics” (Public Spaces). Then seeds spread
with evidence. The “rubalise” (often used as
barricade tape) appeared like the ideal ingredient
to follow the freerunners.

Julien MARCHAISSEAU, perambulation expert with
a rich music background, asked the crucial
questions of the story building. Video is a big part
of freerunners life, they never move without
recording and they almost never leave without a
photograph
or
cameraman
like
Vincent
GIANNESINI aka Zenzel. Day by day, the project
met an all-age audience and seized the wanted
social dimension. Our link with all local populations solidifed.
« Today Zéro Degré keeps evolving, crossing boundaries, complying to limits, asking around about
the liberty of movement in public spaces. Bringing energy on an infnite playground, our cities. »
Franklin ROULOT
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ENCOUNTER LIBERTY
It’s the story of the encounter of free men.
Free to move, free to escape, free to play
with what locks us up. Free to look at us and
at the city from high above. Freed slaves, city
cats, super heroes, freerunners choose to live
following unknown paths. A step on the sides,
from the lines humanity drew for itself … A
breath … a time to stop, to watch.
Zéro Degré takes us on a ballad through the
city, guided from high above. Every space
instantly becomes a playground, every lump
becomes a way to escape and to get an
overview: pavements, stairs, ladders,…
Freerunners want us to look at the daily
environment with childish eyes. An urban
circus, where game and risk mingle together.
Zéro Degré plays with the diversity of
viewpoints of the city: virtuality and reality,
city seen from above and from below, from
far and from close up, what’s possible and
what’s impossible. Videos and pictures, taken
live, or projected on the city’s walls or on
networks, help us see the encounter of the
viewpoints. They enlarge the frame and the
goal of the work and give access to a dreamlike point of view.

We allow ourselves, through the freerunners’
point of view, to acknowledge hidden sides of
cities, rethink paths and invent new ones. It
reveals what exists and what doesn’t. It also
reveals buried memories which are a source of
infnite stories.
Every district has its own story and therefore
its specifc creation. We take into account
these aspects and we take the time needed to
build this kind of project. We take time to
meet inhabitants, to be told small stories in
order to feed the fnal poetry of the work.
Freerun is a wonderful encounter and sharing
catalyst. Askings from a building to another,
private conversations on a kitchen window.
We talk.
The fnal work is all of this. This part of raw
tangible human reality, this part of dreamy
imagination and this other part of hiddenrevealed documentary purpose.

Photo credit : Julien Marchaisseau
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THE FREERUNNERS

They are all members of the French Freerun
Family, the most prized freerun group in
France. Ever since this discipline was
broadcasted, they started new projects such
as live performances and have the admiring
look of an entire generation who all dream to
be like them one day.
What charms people is not only this liberty of
movement, it’s also the entire philosophy
around the freerun spirit. The idea of taking
other paths than the ones society makes us
follow. Opening our minds is the philosophy
behind the freerun way. It enables us to
escape the routine of narrow space.
Freerunners break social frontiers, push away
our safety refexes, gather populations
coming from every environment. All these
possibilities are the fruit of a long training
labor, a long personal work. A real way of
being in front of the world.
They invite us to consider new alternatives.
« You walk, but you can also run, jump, climb.
Raise your eyes to the roofs, see the city from

above, gaze upon far away, beyond horizon
where the eye stops. »
« The Zéro Degré project is the opportunity for
us to meet various skills in order to mingle
them in unique creations. Inspired by diferent
architectures of every building, Zéro Degré
gives an unlimited aspect to the body and
movement improvisation on stage.
Our predilection scene being online video
making, we discover through this project a
new way to express ourselfves to a tangible
audience while keeping video at the heart of
the work, so we can take the audience where it
can’t go.
Stuck between the city walls, Zéro Degré lies
passionate personalities and portrays cities in
a unprecedented way. ».
Simon Nogueira.

THE FREERUN TEAM
Johan Tonnoir, 22 year old, young
national hope of wrestling comes
from a small city form North of
France. Johan chose at 8 to
dedicate his force and creativity to
freerun practice.
Shaped for high level sport, he
knew how to develop his skills until
his got spotted by the French
Freerun Family.
Johan,
a
spectacular
and
vertiginous jump specialist, won the
2015 Black Forest Cup in Germany.

Maxence de Schrooder, 25 year old,
started to pratice parkour at frst.
Then kept the eficiency and the
precision of movement for freerun.
He discovered freerun when he was
17 thanks to online videos of
english and spanish freerunners. His
personality and sensitivity to live
shows allowed him to complete his
freerun practice with acting. His
teaching skills allowed him to be a
trainer in Belgium. He was a part of
the frst parkour room launch in
Europe.

Simon Nogueira, 23 year old, is the 2013
France freerun champion. His smooth
and creative style associated with a great
technique makes him one of the
international freerun ambassadors and a
symbol of the french freerun.
Simon is inspired by various artistic and
visual forms such as photography, video
or art. He feeds his practice and his
creativity with the use of these diferent
medias.
Working today with La Fabrique Royale,
he contributed to the frst freerun
academy of France, the French Freerun
Academy.

Benjamin Cante (Ben Cante), 20 year old,
started parkour in Switzerland. Spotted by
the French Freerun Family for his
versatility
–
he
pratices
dance,
freerunning and acting. Beside his big
understanding of freerun, Ben Cante
stands out with his ability to adapt.

Anthony Demeire 19 ans, freerunner and
parkour participant, gets to know freerun
in North of France where movement
becomes a life goal. Freerunning during 8
years on the ground and on the roofs, he
stands out by his strong and fuid style.
His encounter with Maxence de Shrooder,
Johan Tonnoir and the French Freerun
Family triggered his professionalization in
the practicing.

STAGE DIRECTOR’S LOOK, JULIEN MARCHAISSEAU

In his quality of stage director, Julien Marchaisseau brings freerunners to go beyond the simple –
yet spectacular – practice. They build stories about places and invent choregraphies exploring
special themes. Why do we run? Why do we run away? How can we escape concrete? How can we
celebrate and embrace matter? Where can we breathe again? How can we evade? Where to fy?
What to do with our body? How can we love our body? Where to lead spirit? Towards which
aspirations or dreams?

Founder of the Rara Woulib theatre company in Marseille, Julien Marchaisseau uses ramble art to
convey a message about a city and its inhabitants. For several years, he explored places where it’s
unsual to see performances and he revealed poetry from its hiding places, playing with the
boundary of dream and reality. He likes the unexpected, the danger of an improvised performance
nearly kiissing the forbidden. He looks for confrontation, interbreeding, discussion.

© Vincent Giannesini «Zenzel» – Antony– Solstice

SCULPT SOUND MATTER OF OUR LIFES
Sound creator and DJ, Cyril Fayard is a loyal co-worker of Julien Marchaisseau. Multi-instrumental
musician and acclaimed DJ for his eclectism, he produces soundtracks for In situ creations by
collecting of the daily environment sounds.
He spins an organic work blending : collected city sounds (breathings, clocks, cars, city noises),
musical arrangements and poetic texts.
The performance soundtrack rolls out a path for the spectators imagination. Between the outside
and the inside world their minds wander. There are outside noises and inside noises, beautiful and
invasive at the same time, forming an intimate orchestra.

THE BARRIER TAPE

The barrier tape work situates between
Street Art and Contempory Art. The
freerunner creates his own set up, paints on
walls, converts objects, plays on words. He
cuts through groups of people, invites them
to participate to his work, talks and reinvents
ceaselessly his practice.
The barrier tape we use is the world-wide
known red and white ribbon from
construction sites. It’s a highly visual ribbon,
symbolizing a frontier, deconstructing space
to defne it again. Caracterizing space, from
abstract to dreamy visions.
It invites us to go face the unknown, to leave
behind our habits. The freerunner goes where
no one is used to go. Rules explode, limits
disappear.
Playing with perspective, empty and full
spaces, shapes and volumes, installations
draw a musical partition where every artist
sets down as music celebrates the opening of
the city and imagination.

XS – Théâtre National de Bruxelles – mars
2016

ZENZEL VIDEOS FULLY-FLEDGED

Video maker and photograph artist, Vincent
Giannesini aka Zenzel is stem from art
studies, interested in human contact and
body in movement. Live performance
photographer, he strides along circus
galleries. Binding a journalistic and a
« Image, in the project, is a link between the
spectator and the freerunners. The video maker’s
work is to strive to make the inaccessible
freerunner’s point of view visible to the spectator
who is remaining on the ground. Video allows ideas
like height, vertigo or liberty. Inhabitants can also
take a new look on the architectural style
structuring their everyday life » Zenzel.

sociologic research, he creates a universe
uniting movement to historical context. For
four years, Zenzel followed freerunners in
their
achievements and challenges.
He tried to create an artistic form allowing
viewers to see what no one can see, except if
you look through freerunner’s eyes.

© Vincent Giannesini «ZENZEL» – XS – Théâtre National de Bruxelles – mars 2016
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MULTIPLE VIEWS
The view represents an important part of the
project. The audience is invited to open wide
their eyes, to look to the top, to the bottom,
to the left, to the right because the action
can rise anywhere. Everyone tries to guess
where the next surprise will emerge. The
performance is everywhere, freerunners
sublime the scenery. Our viewpoints change
scale.
Freerun being exceptionally public, we
attached ourselves to build and transcript
freerun with storytelling, acting, body
language but also with video language.
Beyond classic conception of a creation and
video project, spectators understand that on
a roof there is unlimited view – a serenity
that allows freerunners to embrace diferent
landscapes or cities.
Performance preparation work, trackings,
rehearsals, meetings with inhabitants
structure the frst matter of the work... The
movie of the performance creates an
intimate link between spectators and

freerunners. Spectators watch meetings, trainings,
special and privileged views, invitations to come
closer to see the bodies, the jumps and the gaps
in the foreground.

Projects allow updating the flming system and
the video to its climax:
- Screening freerunners portability allows a true
visual conversation with the reality and the
virtual.
- Live broadcast of some scenes inaccessible by
spectators to push immersion further.
- Projection mapping drown and realized in situ,
to bring to life the normal or the abnormal things
to do, the allowed or forbidden ones.
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THE NEW NETWORKS
Zéro Degré project has got two dynamics : territorial and social. Therefore, one dynamic being
social, it gathers generations and communities around our other dynamic, athletic performances
invading their space.
To keep this relation working and to continue
exchanging and dialoguing even if there is no physical
presence, the project leans on the plural media experts
of the French Freerun Family and of La Fabrique Royale.
Zéro Degré also acts on social network:
/ Twitter with around 3000 followers,
/ Facebook with over 180 000 subscribers
/ YouTube with over 100 000 subscribers
/ Instagram account
/ Vimeo account

LOG BOOK
Every creation step is conceived like a
project that can be followed on live.

Day 4: Transmission / 4 photos / 1 YouTube video /
2 Facebook posts

Communication and social dimensions are
linked with creatives and human exchanges
that work well with each creation phases.

Day 5: Creation / 5 photos / 4 Instagram videos / 8
Facebook posts

Project being in situ, the goal is to relay a
specifc focus on a part of the project on
social networks. According to the present
context (secluded districts of Quartier Gely
in Montpellier for example), political issues
(transformation of the central space of
Bruxelles being car-free for example) or
audience diversity questions on art and
culture, the photographer and video
maker’s eyes highlight diferent points of
view thanks to social medias : Web.

Day 6: Performance / 10 photos / 12 Facebook
posts
Day 7: Summary / 1 oficial video / 6 Facebook
posts
Results
Zéro Degré Facebook page really pushed
communication with a raise of 460 likes in the ZAT
of Montpellier performance including more than
250 ones from the district visited. More than 170
shares and 52 000 views on Facebook.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////
Visits

Practical case
A frst log book created by Zenzel made the
ZAT of Montpellier work go viral. Every day,
multiple
publications
allow
distant
audiences
to
follow
the
ongoing
progression of projects.
We established a procedure we keep up
with for all our projects. It is detailled
down.
Proceedings
Media team: 1 video maker /
photographer / 1 community manager
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Day 1: Discovery / 5 photos / 1 Instagram
video / 1 Facebook event / 5 Facebook
posts / Hash tag Twitter creation (for
example #ZeroDegreZat)
Day 2: Encounter / 7 photos / 1 YouTube
video YouTube / 3 Facebook posts
Day 3: Conception / 5 photos / 1 Facebook
video / 6 Facebook posts

More than 4500 spectators assisted the show in
Montpellier and described themself as Zéro Degré
sensible. Today with the three biggest
performances steps (Marseille, Montpellier and
Bruxelles), we list an average visit of 1500
spectators by City and more than 72 000 views on
the video medium. This project stills develops but
seeing the present results, we want to deal media
environment in depth to enable a better
interaction between real and virtu

IN SITU CREATION
Thanks to a developped performance creation strategy, the project fulflls itself with discovering
the space and encountering the inhabitants. The entire team of Zéro Degré has access to the
crucial spots of the event, the highlight moments and the audience. Our goal is to create a unique
performance shaped for the place.
Essential steps :
– Tracking (1 or 2 days): a essential step to prepare the creation.
A time to analyse the location, undertand the district’s identity, its width, architecture, population,
history, its strenghs and weaknesses.
All this information gives power and colors to the creation, infuences the musical choices, the
video, the frst interaction with the audience, our strategy.
A part of the team focuses on this tracking step, every creator gives his views on the environment.
Freerunners spot apparatus, obstacles, and launching pads to jump. The barrier tape is thought to
implement monumental scenographies. Julien Marchaisseau looks for inspiration, stories about
the location, its vibrations. Franklin Roulot asks organization questions, defnes the constraints and
possibilities of the site.
The team works with Google Map to locate spots and paths ahead. At the end of this step, the
team confrms the operating in the conditions mendated by the environment. It looks for stroll
suitable spaces, technical installations possibilities (light, video, sound) and the solutions for
constraints
Theoretical calendar of broadcast
- Set-up and prepping: 4 to 5 days
- Video clips preparation (1 to 2 days)
- Video editing and creation of video sequences
- Log book arranging
- 3 days prepping: spotting spaces and creating the performance
- Show lasts around 50 minutes.
- Striking set at the end of the performance
2 shows by city (best case scenario)
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PUBLIC ENCOUNTER
Ahead of representations we ofer a performance
informationnal time and a debate with the
population about the conception and specifcities of
Zéro Degré.
Target: Suitable for all audiences.
Duration: 1 hour.
Reached themes : What is freerun ? What is its
philosophy ? What are its special features ? How to
move and appropriate urban space ? What about
risk management ? What are the remainings of the
performance ?
Technically : How does a bridge, a bench, a
frontage, a staircase become element of the freerun
performance? What are the city’s techniques used
on space and module? A big cultural action – also
acting as confict solution – can be ofered around a
dedicated daytime.
Program and fnancial conditions of these specifc
interventions can be discussed with Franklin Roulot,
contact him at
franklin.roulot@lafabriqueroyale.com.

OUR ACTIONS TOWARDS TO THE AUDIENCE
Zéro Degré project allows mediation set up
with the spectators.
Ofers to hang together, meetings structured
around three axis, often presented and
animated in an academic environment.
Public encounters are integrated in the
creation project. School actions and
workshops are all optional and on request.

WWW.LAFABRIQUEROYALE.COM
New cultures / New audiences / New territories
La Fabrique Royale promotes and develops the planning of projects specialized in
emerging arts and athletic cultures.
1901 law association created in 2013, La Fabrique Royale is directed by Franklin Roulot. It
focuses on new athletic practices, urban cultures and associated new technologies
everywhere in France and expands to the international.
Known by public and private domain stakeholders for its culture activation, new talents
revealing and project conception innovation. La Fabrique Royale accompanies many
artists in street art, light painting, beat making, freerun, parkour, BMX, krump, vogue or
break dance as well as various video teams in its audiovisual agency activities.

Production and broadcast director: Franklin Roulot
La Fabrique Royale 71, rue des Martyrs – 75018 Paris
+33 1 46 06 05 89
+33 6 14 48 48 60
franklin.roulot@lafabriqueroyale.com
contact@lafabriqueroyale.com

